WHO WE ARE
DAS EIS CSS Information Security Awareness & Training (ISAT) applies to
all Executive Branch agencies as defined in ORS 174.112. The overall
strategy of the awareness program is one of positive engagement,
providing training that people want to take to help them not only at work,
but in their personal lives. The awareness program is led by our
Information Security Awareness and Training Program Coordinator and
guided by a dedicated advisory board with the support and backing of the
CSS Governance, Risk and Compliance Director.
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CONTACT US
680 Cottage Street, Salem, Oregon 97301
Phone: (503) 378-2078
Email: security.training@oregon.gov
Web: https://www.oregon.gov/das/OSCIO/Pages/Securityresourcesag.aspx
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Cyber Security Services
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2021 DAS EIS Information Security:
Foundations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DAS - EIS - CSS – The Inside Man video series
(new episodes each month)
DAS - EIS - CSS Preventing Phishing Training
w/ Pre Test
DAS - EIS - CSS Creating a Cyber Secure
Home
DAS - EIS - CSS - Records Management
DAS - EIS - CSS – PCI Security Standards
DAS - EIS - CSS – Complying with HIPAA
DAS - EIS - CSS – Introduction to Secure
Coding
DAS - EIS - CSS – Privacy Awareness
DAS - EIS - CSS – Privacy for Human
Resources
DAS - EIS - CSS – Privacy for Information
Technology
DAS - EIS - CSS – Privacy for Managers
DAS - EIS - CSS – Responsible Use of Social
Media
DAS - EIS - CSS – Security Awareness for
Privileged Users
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WHY SECURITY MATTERS

OVERVIEW OF PROGRAMS

As employees of the State of Oregon we are tasked with protecting the
data in our care. The security and integrity of our organization is of the
utmost importance.

Online Trainings

TO BE SUCCESSFUL, WE MUST FIRST ENGAGE THE
PEOPLE; WE MUST PROVIDE THEM WITH RESOURCES
THAT WILL ENABLE THEM TO CHANGE THEIR
BEHAVIOR.
ISAT goes beyond just annual training and includes continual
reinforcement throughout the year. As a result, employees, contractors,
and volunteers will understand and follow organizational policies and
actively recognize, prevent, and report incidents.
Our intent is to change how they act by exhibiting the same
secure behaviors at home and at work.
Ultimately, security becomes part of people’s culture.
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The DAS EIS Information Security Training: Foundations course is required of all
executive branch staff including but not limited to board members,
contractors, & volunteers.
Optional online courses are out of the box trainings that can be used as is or
customized at additional cost. See list on page 5

Monthly Awareness Reinforcement

ISAT delivers security awareness reinforcement videos & posters to agency
leadership every month. Staff will learn key cybersecurity best practices and
how to make smarter security decisions. 2021 brings the video series 'The
Inside Man' which reveals how easy it can be for an outsider to penetrate your
organization’s security controls and network.

Phishing Awareness Program
The Phishing Awareness Program is an enterprise service offered to state of
Oregon government agencies for the purpose of reducing human risk.
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PHISHING – GETTING STARTED

OUR MISSION

Why do you need the phishing program?

Deliver innovative solutions to manage human risk.

91% of cyber-attacks begin with a phishing email with 88% of
organizations around the world experiencing spear phishing attempts in
2019 according to the Verizon DBIR.

The CSS Information Security Awareness & Training
(ISAT) program is a continuous effort to educate and
empower the state’s workforce to adopt good security habits at
work, at home and while mobile.

Phishing training also referred to as phishing simulations
and phishing awareness is a tool that will increase staff awareness
around suspicious emails. It’s designed to help individuals identify and
change risky behavior.

EVEN ONE PERSON BEING COMPROMISED CAN PUT AN
ENTIRE ORGANIZATION AT RISK!

The goal of the awareness program is to reduce human
vulnerabilities that could result in a breach of confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of state information assets, thereby
increasing the overall security posture of the state.

Phishing program checklist:
EIS has made the Phishing Awareness Program a priority of the CSS
Information Security Awareness & Training (ISAT) program. It is an
enterprise service for all executive branch agencies.
The following is required for participation:
☐ Agency email must be migrated to one of the states M365 tenants

☐ Agency leadership will review all program documents at
https://www.oregon.gov/das/OSCIO/Pages/Securityresources-ag.aspx
☐ Agency director or equivalent will communicate program expectations to
all employees prior to implementation

☐ Agency is responsible for ensuring accurate data via proper allow-listing,
participation in testing & data analysis
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